Abstract-This paper presents system analysis, modeling and Torque control can be ensured by the inverter, so this vehicle simulation of an EV with two independent rear wheel drives. does not require differential gears. However, one of the main The traction control system is designed to guarantee the EV issues in the design of this vehicle (without mechanical dynamics and stability in case of no differential gears. Using two differential) is to assume the car stability. Moreover, the proposed RNN-based speed estimator,
control, and field oriented control [10] .
The dynamic behavior of an induction motor can be Generally, dynamic modeling of an induction motor drive di is based on rotating reference-frame theory and a linear --=kids + oeiqs +k 2dr + k6LVds technique. A system configuration of an induction motor dt drive is shown in Fig. 1 . This motor drive consists of an diqs induction motor, a bang-bang current-controlled pulse width dt = -l -W°elcs -k2?Ad,. + kjVQs (6) The proposed control system principle could be are compared with the RNN output signals and the weights summarized as follows: (1) A speed network control is used are trained on-line so that the error (k+±1) tends to zero. It is to control each motor torque; (2) The speed of each rear assumed that the training speed is fast enough so that the wheel is controlled using speeds difference feedback. Since estimated speed and actual speed can track well [11] . The the two rear wheels are directly driven by two separate current model equations can be discretized and written as motors, the speed of the outer wheel will require being higher -FT --L Usually, a driving trajectory is quite enough for an analysis of the vehicle system model. We have therefore The internal structure of the designed RNN speed adopted the Ackermann-Jeantaud steering model as it is estimator is shown in Fig. 2 , where black circles represent widely used as driving trajectory. In fact, Ackermann steering context nodes and white circles represent the input, hidden geometry is a geometric arrangement of linkages in the and output nodes [11] . The RNN with a linear transfer steering of a car or other vehicle designed to solve the function of unity gain satisfies equation (11) . Note that out of problem of wheels on the inside and outside of a turn needing the six weights in the network, only W21 and W12 (circled in to trace out circles of different radii. Modern cars do not use the figure) contain the speed term; therefore, for speed pure Ackermann-Jeantaud steering, partly because it ignores estimation, it is sufficient if these weights are considered important dynamic and compliant effects, but the principle is trainable, keeping the other weights constant (assuming that sound for low speed maneuvers [14] . It for simulations. 
